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On behalf of Philippine president Gloria Macapagal Arroyo and the Filipino people, I 
thank you for this opportunity to invite you to invest in the Philippine minerals industry and 
the future of our nation. 

 
The Philippines has a land area of only 30 million hectares, but an estimated one third 

of this or 9 million hectares has considerable metallic minerals. With serious investors and 
appropriate technologies, our country can belong to the top ten mining powers of the world. 

 
Up to the ‘70’s, our minerals ranked among the country’s top ten annual exports and a 

number of local and foreign mining companies flourished. 
 
Political and other uncertainties coupled by other global factors in the ‘80’s decreased 

the number of Filipino players in mining and caused foreign investors to ignore our highly-
mineralized lands. 

 
After we Filipinos demonstrated our resolve in the bloodless “people power” 

revolution of 1985, a new Philippine constitution was promulgated in 1987. The framers of 
the new constitution recognized the need to develop the natural resources potential of the 
country with the help of foreign capital. The framers devoted a section in the new 
Constitution on the exploration, development, and utilization of natural Resources. The new 
Constitution enunciated the general rule that the State may directly undertake such activities 
or it may enter into co-production, joint venture, or production-sharing agreements with 
Filipino citizens, or corporations or associations at least sixty per centum of whose capital is 
owned by such citizens. 

 
Because of the framers of the Constitution, recognized the need for foreign investment 

to finance natural resources development, they placed an exception to the general rule. This 
exception allows the president of the Philippines to enter into agreements with up to 100% 
foreign-owned corporations for the large-scale exploration, development, and utilization of 
minerals, petroleum, and other mineral oils. 

 
In 1995, Congress passed the Philippine Mining Act. The Philippine Mining Act, 

recognized as one of the world’s most sophisticated mining laws, would give life to the 
provisions of the 1987 constitution on the development of the country’s mineral resources. 

 



The Mining Act allows Filipino citizens or corporations at least 60% Filipino-owned 
to enter into Mineral production sharing agreements (MPSAs), Co-Production Agreements, or 
Joint Venture with the Philippine government. 

 
In addition, the Mining Act allows foreign mining companies to establish a wholly-

owned Philippine company that can hold exploration Permits, Mineral processing permits, 
and Financial and Technical Assistance Agreements or FTAAs. An FTAA is an agreement 
with the State for the large scale exploration, development and utilization of minerals 
resources with a minimum investment commitment of US$50 million for mining development, 
construction, and utilization. 

 
Thus, for a minimum investment commitment of US$50 million, a qualified foreign 

mining company through a wholly owned local entity can enter into an FTAA with the 
Philippine government, with the right to manage the mining operation. 

 
International reaction was remarkably positive. Around 40 foreign mining giants 

signified interest in investing in Philippine minerals development. 
 
But even before the law could be fully implemented, its constitutionality was 

questioned before the Supreme Court, causing uncertainty among foreign companies and 
leading most of them to withdraw from the Philippines or adopt a wait –and-see approach 
towards the Philippines. 

 
Today, I wish to rekindle the desire of old friends and spark the interest of new ones to 

give Philippine mining a second look with this good news:  the Philippine Supreme Court has 
decided with finality that the Mining Act of 1995 and its implementing rules and regulations 
are constitutional. 

The primary obstacle to the revitalization of our minerals industry has been removed. 
The Philippines enters an exciting phase with mining at the forefront of a dynamic and 
sustainable national economic growth. 

 
For the past two years, our government laid the groundwork for the eventual 

resurgence of global interest in our ore, installing a system of legal and administrative 
safeguards to achieve the right balance of economic development, environmental, protection 
and social equity in minerals development. 

 
President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo, in declaring her goal to make the industry a major 

engine of economic growth and social development, ordered a shift “to active promotion 
rather than mere tolerance” in the country’s minerals development policy. The buzzword 
since then has become responsible mining that will enhance economic growth in accord with 
the principles of sustainable development.  

 



 The High Court’s decision and an enhanced policy environment were met with 
enthusiasm by many large global mining concerns. Early this February, the first ever 
International Mining Investment Conference gathered in Manila around 300 participants from 
150 companies worldwide to discuss prospects for responsible mining in the Philippines. A 
number of business matches completed in that conference generated an estimated US $3 
billion in initial investments. 

 
The Philippine government and our private sector have joined up in a determined 

effort to regain our place as a mining power throughout the world and become a Southeast 
Asian model of enduring growth base on responsible mining. We in the Philippines view the 
election of then current president of the Philippine Chamber of mines, Mr. Philip Romualdez, 
as head of the ASEAN Federation of Mining Associates as a signal of the Philippines growing 
influence in Southeast Asia’s mining sector. 

 
Let me emphasize the main factors that attract foreign mining companies to our lands: 
 
First is the opportunity offered by 9 million potentially highly-mineralized hectares, 

with gold, nickel, copper and chromite as top mineral finds. 
 
Second, my country’s geographic advantage of being centrally located in Asia. This 

enables you to ship out processed metals and bring in equipment to and from various 
destinations in the world with ease, including the burgeoning markets of China and India. 

 
Third is our human resources: a talented, hard working, skilled, innovative, adaptable 

and English-speaking people. Our local miners are among the best in the world in innovation 
and disaster-response operations. 

 
Add to these our strong and stable economic fundamentals that enabled the country to 

post a 6.1% GDP growth last year, our highest in nine years, and the continuing rally of the 
Philippine peso amidst the fall of other Asian currencies; a stable political environment; peace 
and order and our government’s consistent stand against terrorism; the encouraging 
performance of our stock market, and the accelerated improvements in our infrastructure 
program. Our government is developing the Clark Subic Corridor, a few miles from Manila, 
to become a world-class logistics hub. 

 
Furthermore, with President Macapagal Arroyo’s direction, the Department of 

Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) enhanced policies with a good mix of incentives 
and regulations to promote responsible mining. The national goal for minerals development is 
one with minimum negative environmental and social impacts but maximum contribution to 
the country’s war against poverty. 

 



Our president laid down the guidelines in Executive Order 270. The ensuing Minerals 
Action Plan  (MAP), drawn up in consultation with various stakeholders, details the 
objectives that have to be met in pursuit of economic growth, environmental protection and 
social equity. 

 
As our President herself stated: “We offer a sound legal, operational and security 

environment that will enable solid profits alongside predictable social and environmental 
imperatives.” It is an enabling environment for investors that will be sustained in the coming 
years by consistent policies and faithful implementation of our laws. 

 
Our government has highlighted the economic benefits of mineral utilization and 

development to generate more positive public response for responsible mining. Information 
campaigns have focused attention to the jobs created directly or from downstream industries, 
new technologies to be shared with the Filipino people, new communities that will spring 
forth and the enduring effect of an investment-led economic boom. Our government looks to 
mining as the generator of one million of the targeted ten million new jobs to be created in six 
years. 

 
National and local government officials are allaying public’s fears about 

environmental destruction and displacement of indigenous peoples, founded on bitter 
experiences of past “dirty mining” practices, through constant consultations with the various 
sectors from host communities. These dialogues are backed by policies requiring 
environmental impact assessment (EIA) studies, speedy remittance of the local communities’ 
rightful share in the taxes paid to the government by mining companies, mine 
decommissioning and rehabilitation and the clean-up of abandoned mines. 

 
A number of environmental safeguards have been built into the Mining Act. The 

Mining Act requires an operating contractor to lodge a Mine Rehabilitation Fund which shall 
be deposited as a Trust Fund in a Government depository bank and shall be used for physical 
and social rehabilitation of areas and communities affected by mining activities, as well as for 
research on the social, technical and preventive aspects of rehabilitation. 

 
As a component of the Mine Rehabilitation Fund, the company must also establish a 

Mine Rehabilitation Fund committee made up of local government and community 
representatives to evaluate programs, consult with experts and monitor activities. 

President Macapagal Arroyo’s administration recognizes that winning hears and 
minds is the first step to achieving the kind of public support that guarantees the stability and 
longevity of investments. People who understand the benefits derived from projects will 
protect them. The DENR has required mining companies to undertake Information, Education 
and Communications (IEC) campaigns aimed at better public acceptance of their projects. 

 



National officials have enlisted the help of local governments hosting mining projects 
to highlight the positive impact of mining projects on the rural people’s lives, on the 
community itself and on the nation as a whole. With more functions derived to them, local 
governments wield primary influence on the opinions and perceptions of local folks. The 
national government’s guarantee that the share of local governments from mining revenues 
will be duly given to the without delay has generated renewed enthusiasm for mining among 
most local government officials. A number might need further convincing, but they will turn 
around when they witness the speedy development of more open communities. 

 
The Mining Act and other recent executive issuances likewise require mining 

operators to engage in community development work, especially for our indigenous people 
(IP’s) who are among the most marginalized in Philippine society. The protection of their 
rights and their unique cultures are ensured through the requirement for mining companies to 
obtain their free and prior informed consent before any form of activity can commence. 
Mining operators are encourage to hold continous meaningful consultations with them.  

 
And finally, the Philippine government has made it easier for investors to do business 

in the country. Red tape has been drastically cut down. The services of our One- Stop have 
been improved with the link-up of front-line  agencies involved in mining investments, 
namely the DENR, the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) and the DENR’s Mines and 
Geosciences Bureau. 

 
Document processing time has also been significantly decreased. For instance, 

approval for an Environmental Compliance Certificate, which used to take years, can be had 
in 4 months; MPSA approval in 6 months and the approval of a Precondition Certificate from 
the National Commission on Indigenous Peoples, for areas owned by indigenous peoples, in 
less than 100 days. 

 
These are among the significant improvements that those of you who have invested in 

Philippine mining in the past will immediately notice. Our industries are looking up, 
determined to survive and excel. Our people are buoyed up by a new optimism founded on 
unity and a shared goal to achieve enduring development. 

 
Those improvements are manifestations of good government that the Macapagal-

Arroyo administration has pledged to the Filipino nation. It is the kind of governance that 
results in the fair implementation of policies and laws, that will level the playing field, 
protects and promote your investments and usher in sustainable growth. 

 
I invite you all to join the growing number of international companies interested in 

becoming active partners of Philippine sustainable economic growth and social development. 
There is room for more players in the Philippine minerals industry. Currently, we have 23 



ongoing projects, and only 1.4% of mineable lands is covered by mining permits. We expect 
this number to dramatically increase soon. 

 
Come to the Philippines; harness the spirit of reform and renewal infused across the 

nation; share in the benefits offered by thus great mineral potential; be an important part of 
our mining-powered fight against poverty; and spread the news that the Philippines is once 
again open for business! 

 
Thank you once again and good day to everyone. 
 

 
 
 


